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Greenlee Communications™ introduces the 930XC Optical Time
Domain Reflectometer
October 1, 2013. Greenlee Communications has launched the 930XC Optical Time
Domain Reflectometer, an all-in-one Optical Time Domain Reflectometer that
offers fast, accurate, and reliable, solutions for cable acceptance testing and fault
locating. All 930XC OTDR models come with an Optical Power Meter (OPM), a
Visual Fault Locator (VFL), and a Stabilized Light Source (SLS) as standard.
“The 930XC is feature-loaded, but still simple to
operate,” said Keith Foord, Lead Engineer at Greenlee
Communications. “It has a large, easy-to-read display,
single-button test options, and can continuously run for
up to 8 hours on a single battery charge. OPM, VFL, and
SLS are standard features for all models, making this
great features-to-value proposition for our customers.”
The 930XC also comes with software that allows the
user to generate cable acceptance reports. These
reports can be customized to include trace signature,
fiber events and many other test metrics.
The unit is GR-196 BellCore certified – a standard
requirement for many telecommunications companies. The unit also features a
protective rubber boot and a sealed membrane panel for superior drop and water
resistance.
For more information, contact your local Greenlee representative, visit
www.greenlee.com, or call 1-800-436-0786.
Greenlee
Greenlee is known as a global leader in the professional tool category. The Rockford, Illinois-based
company develops high quality innovative products distinguished by customer-driven design and
differentiated by supply chain excellence. Greenlee also leverages its powerful brands such as Greenlee
Communications, Greenlee Utility, Paladin and Klauke in the electrical, construction and maintenance
markets worldwide. More information is available at www.greenlee.com.
Textron

Textron Inc. is a multi-industry company that leverages its global network of aircraft, defense, industrial
and finance businesses to provide customers with innovative solutions and services. Textron is known
around the world for its powerful brands such as Bell Helicopter, Cessna Aircraft Company, Jacobsen,
Kautex, Lycoming, E-Z-GO, Greenlee, and Textron Systems.
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